SGS TransitNet: Calais Truckstop

Customs Transit Made Easy

TransitNet

TransitNet: TransitNet is a universal, multimodal e-customs transit guarantee
service where SGS acts as Holder of the Procedure (HoP) towards customs on
behalf of its clients (transporters, brokers, freight forwarders, etc), enabling users
to create transit declarations and submit them along with a financial guarantee in
favour of customs to any of the customs systems where SGS is HoP.

Calais Truckstop: Calais Truckstop is an innovative concept which meets the
requirements of road transport companies, shippers, truck drivers and insurance
companies. Conveniently located just off the A16, Calais Truckstop offers 293
parking spaces for trucks in a fully secured parking area as well as a number of
facilities for drivers.

TransitNet in cooperation with Calais Truckstop: SGS TransitNet and Calais Truckstop have joined forces to offer companies an ideal
location to start and finish transit declarations which will or have travelled across the UK land bridge. The land bridge remains a vital
access route to continental Europe from the island of Ireland and indeed from continental Europe to the island of Ireland. It offers a
faster and cheaper route to mainland Europe. SGS are Authorised Consignor/Consignee with French Customs which means that at
Calais Truckstops’ authorized location in Calais, approved clients of TransitNet can start and finish their transit declarations under the
simplified procedure removing the need to present the goods at a customs office of departure or destination. Any possible customs
control will take place on site at Calais Truckstop. Calais Truckstop is conveniently located just off the A16 which is the perfect location
to serve trucks travelling to Calais/Dunkirk from Paris or from the east.
Please see www.calaistruckstop.com for more details

Clients of TransitNet can avail of the following services from Calais Truckstop;

Starting T2

Finishing T2:

8 Euro* (price includes welcome driver, notify back office,
Print TADs, GVMS printout)
Parking Tariffs (parking fees include
20% VAT and are to be paid in addition
to other services)

8 Euro* (price includes welcome driver, send arrival
message to French customs, confirm T2 closure to driver)

Up to 2 h

7 Euro

4h

11 Euro

6h

15 Euro

*prices excluding VAT and does not include transit document and guarantee fee

10 h
Weekend: From Saturday
10 a.m until Monday 06 a.m

23 Euro
45 Euro

Lille/Dunkirk
Paris/Reims

Access and directions
CALAIS TRUCKSTOP
847 Avenue Henri Ravisse
62730 MARCK
France
phone: +33 3 74 79 01 40
transitnet@asalinks.eu

Scan the QR code for
GPS location details

Opening Hours
Mon-Sat: 8am to 10pm
Sun: 9am to 5.30pm

1. When coming from Paris/Reims, at junction A26/A16 in Calais, take A16 direction Dunkerque.
2. When coming from Lille, at junction N225/A16 of Dunkerque, take A16 direction Calais.
3. Once on A16 take exit 48 towards Transmarck.
4. At the first roundabout once off the A16 motorway, turn left to Transmarck Ouest
5. Follow the signs/avenue right up to the end. Calais Truckstop will be the last building on the left hand side.
Important to note for TransitNet clients:
The truck must be on location when the declaration is to
be started or finished.
Only when the truck is on location and when the driver
has made himself known to ASA - CTS staff will start
or finish the transit declaration.
The truck must wait until the declaration has been fully
processed and confirmed before leaving the location.

If there is a control, ASA - CTS staff will inform the driver.
French Customs will attend the location to carry out the control.
Only after control, when the results are positive, can the driver
leave the location.
For SPS goods, please present a copy of your validated CHED
when closing a transit declaration.

BREXIT. CUSTOMS. SIMPLE.
Make your trade frictionless
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